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The marketing guru, Seth Godin in his blog post The elegance of nothing wrote: "If

Nike announced that they were opening a hotel, you’d have a good guess what it

would be like. If Hyatt said that they were going to start making shoes, you would

have NO IDEA WHATSOEVER what those shoes would be like. Because Nike owns a

brand and Hyatt owns real estate."

One hotel that has managed to distinguish itself through its branding is the Hard

Rock Hotel, with rock paraphernalia everywhere -  the hotel is filled with music and 

 every night a live band. sings near the main reception   That's the power of branding. 

In this book, we will be focusing on making a good first impression. 

Full disclosure - I'm not a brand designer you can find plenty of amazing creatives if

you need more help.  I would recommend hiring someone who has a good eye for

detail and design. The key to creating your brand identity is to make sure it stays in

tune with your business values, personality, and voice and resonates with your

audience. Your brand encompasses so much - from your visual elements such as

brand style, tone, colour palette, logo, and to your company’s mission, purpose, USP

and values and should be included on everything you create so make sure you love

it. 

INTRODUCTION
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It' makes you recognisable 

It communicates your product and

values

It's what you want people to feel

when they interact with you. 

Branding is the collection of all the

elements that a company creates to

portray the right image to its customer. 

Crafting your Brand Identity is similar to

a mood board which is a visual tool that

communicates your concepts and

visual ideas. The goal is to create a

brand identity that reflects who you are

through your colours, logos,

typography, packaging and messaging.

it complements and reinforces your

reputation and ultimately attracts new

customers to your brand while making

existing customers feel at home.

WHAT IS A BRAND? Who are you as a brand?
 

What is your Brand Identity?

Why did you start this business?
What are beliefs and values that are
important to us as a company?
if your brand was a person, what kind
of personality would they have?
how do you differentiate yourself
from the competition?
if your brand was a person, how
would it communicate?

 

What do we do better than anyone
else?
If you could describe your brand in
three words, what would they be?
What are the three words you would
want our customers to use to
describe you?

What makes your Brand Unique?

What is your background and
training?
What are your unique experiences?
What can you offer your consumers
that others can't?
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Brand personality is about personifying your brand in a way that humanises your

brand in the eyes of your potential customers simply put, people purchase from

brands they like and can relate to. 

Your Brand Personality is communicated through your tone of voice, visuals and

action. A starting platform is to express your Brands Personality through the use of

adjectives that  best informs your audience about you and their experience as

your customer

For example, if you’re a virtual assistant, your competitors may focus on reliability

— they’re all about hard work, diligence and responsibility. However, you might

want to position yourself as someone who’s relatable – cheerful, casual, and

friendly. Yes, of course, you’re also reliable, hard-working and responsible but it’s

about choosing specific traits that you value as well as what your customer

values.

Be Authentically You

Remember everything you do, say, write, share should be “anchored by” these

adjectives. Try not to copy others - choose your own.  Personal Branding is about

showing up as authentically as you can so people know what to expect.

For instance if you’re a Creative and down-to-earth, laid back financial planner, yet

everyone in your industry seem to focus on wanting to be seen as professional,

corporate, dependable. Don't be afraid to stand out and embrace who you are

because they will be clients who don't care about having another financial planner

who is 'corporate' but rather someone who is creative and down-to-earth. 

BRAND PERSONALITY
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THE BRAND PERSONALITY FINDER
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Calm

Down-to-earth 

Genuine 

Friendly 

Helpful

Thoughtful 

Understanding

Generous

Community

Nurturing

Gentle

Honest

Approachable

Inviting

Instinctive

Objective

Optimistic

Caring

Relatable

 

Playful

Unique 

Imaginative 

Innovative 

Contemporary

Quirky 

Inspirational

Dynamic

Expressive

Original 

Exclusive

Modern

Fresh

Transformative

Fun

Casual

Intelligent

Reliable 

Secure 

Knowledgeable 

Dependable

Technical 

Professional

Leader

Efficient

Confident

Capable

Academic 

Functional

Trustworthy

Mature

Authoritative

Responsible

Glamorous

Refined 

Classic 

Romantic 

Noble

Luxurious 

Delicate

Desirable

Efficient

Sleek 

Timeless

Charming

Smooth

High-End

Quality

Distinctive

Adaptable

Brave 

Urban 

Athletic 

Nature

Independent 

Courageous

Tough

Bold

Fun 

Rebel

Determined

Risk Taker

Edgy

Confident

Strong

(adapted from Jennifer Aaker's Dimensions of Brand Personality)

First, look at each of the five categories to see which column uses words that match your

personality. 

Next, think about the words that best describe your ideal clients or identify adjectives that

they would value. How well does your personality match? 

Finally, think about how you want people to feel about your brand when they think of you

and what you'd like to become known for. To ensure your personal branding remains clear

and consistent choose 3-5 words within the best column to be your brand personality. 

Sincerity Creative Competence Sophistication Adventurous



WHAT IS YOUR BRAND PERSONALITY?

How do you want people to feel about your brand?

What adjectives best describe your ideal Clients or identify adjectives that
they would value?

What adjectives best describe you? 
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Visual Identity: This includes your logo, your fonts, your colour palette, and the image

and design style used in your marketing materials.

Brand Voice: This is your tone of the language you use–how you say things; the words

you use and the ones you don’t.

Actions: Basically, everything you do contributes to your customers perceiving you in

one way or another, make sure your actions are intentional and in alignment with the

personality you define.

Now that you’ve chosen your personality traits, you need a strategy to communicate that

personality with consistency. There are three ways:

1.

2.

3.

https://endeavorcreative.com/professional-logo/
https://endeavorcreative.com/8-design-tips-for-brand-fonts/
https://endeavorcreative.com/brand-consistency/


Demographic: The Who

GREEN

This will be a quick run-through of the

elements that make your brand, since

I'm not a designer these are just

recommendations.

Your logo becomes the most

recognizable part of your brand. You

should ensure your logo represents

your brand. Use your colours and font. 

Colour Palette: 

Extensive studies have been made as

to the psychological effects of colour 

Colours elicit emotions and feelings,

and can sublimely convey information.

Customers tend to form an initial

impression without even knowing what

your product is about. 

Think about the brands you come into

contact with every day and how colour

plays a role in their visual identity.

Coca-Cola is red. Facebook is blue, 

 Google is multicoloured, McDonald's

have their golden arches.

DESIGNING YOUR
BRAND - VISUAL

YELLOW

 

RED

Trigger for impulse buys
Danger
Excitement
Passion
Love
Importance and commands attention

Playful
Happy 
Youthful
optimistic
attention-grabbing 
affordable

Natural
Environment
Peaceful
Calming
Stability
Prosperity, 
Growth 
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Demographic: The Who

MULTI COLOURED

WHITE

COLOUR EXAMPLES

 

BLUE

Trustworthy
Reliable
Calming
Often used in medical services
Tranquil

Simplistic
Minimal
Trust
Health
Innocence 
Innovative

Unlimited
Diversity
Global
United
Fresh
Youthful
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Top Tip: Choose no more than 3 colours

and fonts to represent your brand. Write

down the fonts and colour codes and

use them consistently throughout your

entire site and communication efforts.

Get to Know your competitor's colours. 

 Although you may have the same

connected adjectives you don’t want to

look the same since your services will

often appear next to each other online in

the same search— Try and find a

different colour that manages to convey

the same message or emotion.  

For example, a coach wants to be

trusted and may want to choose green

and white, whereas a medically trained

coach may choose blue and white. 

Your colours don't have to compliment

Sometimes choosing contrasting colours

gives them a Pop and makes them stand

out. Do make sure your colours work

well on all forms such as your website,

social media etc.   

VISUAL BRANDING



FONTS
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Pick 2-3 fonts in your design that compliment each other and stick with those

throughout all your communications. You can use these for Headings, Subheadings,

Titles and paragraph texts.

Choose a suitable font size for your Heading, subheadings and paragraphs

Your choice of fonts can tell your audience a lot about who you are. There's a lot of

psychology behind them - however, don't over think your fonts if it means you end up

not moving forward. If in doubt look at what's already out there and pick fonts that you

like.

Top Tips: 

source: Ted Hunt crazyegg.com

Using the above created by Ted Hunt@crazyegg.com, if want to portray a  business that

is traditional or respectable, you might want to consider a serif typeface. (Think Google)

If however, you want people to view your business as stable or modern, try using a sans

serif typeface. (Think Linkedin)

https://www.boldwebdesign.com.au/the-ultimate-guide-to-font-pairing/


I'll talk more about this topic in book 3. A quick insight into Your Brand Voice is the tone

and use of content used in your content and all communication. It should match the

personality of your brand. For example,  if your brand is sophisticated you may want to

choose high-end, professional and distinctive words; whereas if your brand is creative

and laid-back, you can be more conversational and casual in your communication. 

BRAND VOICE & LANGUAGE

What is your brand's voice?
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Speak the language of your audience

Every niche has its own pool of specific words and phrases that are specific to them.

Try and match your language to your niche and use words they are familiar with. If

you're a web designer whose clients are completely new to websites don't use words

such as IA, ARIA, Saas, Responsive Designs, Lost generation, Semantic! You may know

what they mean but if your clients are struggling with your text they will choose

someone else. Remember write for your customers not for you. If in doubt get rid of

ACRONYMS

You also want your language to express who you are. If you are a fan of movies

you can include them in your references or examples, this also works well with

quotes, books, food etc. 

You should be communicating your Promise. If your brand voice promises one kind of

experience but the actual experience of working with you doesn’t match up, your

clients will feel deceived and you’ll lose their trust. Make sure your voice is constant

with your core values

What is your brand's language?
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YOUR  WEBSITE

have a clear purpose. 

be visually pleasing 

be easy to navigate. 

perform well for a wide range of visitors 

be technically stable and secure. 

be attractive, functional, and useful.

well-organized, 

modern (in terms of style and layout),

branded, 

motivate the visitor to do business with you.

important information such as service packages, contact info should be extremely

easy to find. 

have social media profiles with buttons linked to your profiles 

Although some small businesses do well with just a social media page like Facebook or

Instagram, for long-term growth, you need an online presence and a good looking

website allows your audience to see what exactly you have to offer, gives credibility

depending on your design and turns your passive audience into paying clients a lot

quicker. 

Because your website is often the first point of call for any client who wishes to interact

with your online business. Your website is an instant reflection and extension of your

business, how you operate, how you work. If your website is poorly structured it’ll be

difficult for potential clients to identify what your business is all about.

A good quality website should:

New buyers need to be shown exactly what about your services makes it worth their time

and money as quickly as possible. This is sometimes called the Moment of Wow and the

faster you can get them to that Moment of Wow, the more likely they will buy from you.  .
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YOUR  WEBSITE

Purpose. Great design starts with a

purpose in mind. Ask yourself, “What

do I want to accomplish with this

page?” If a page doesn’t have a clear

purpose, consider getting rid of it.

Aesthetically pleasing. Your site

needs to look good. It should flow

from one strip to another and add

value to the next. Your fonts should

match and your images should

enhance your website

Relevant and original content. Your

site should show original content

that’s relevant to your target market.

Take a look at what your competitors

are doing but don't copy them.  Just

because Competitor A uses blue and

stock cartoons doesn't mean you

have to. In fact, because you want to

stand out from your competitors it's

better to go a completely different

route. 

Clear site navigation. Your

navigation should be intuitive and

simple for your audience. If they have

to search for your contact details or

get an answer to a simple question -

then they are likely to look

somewhere else. A general rule is for

each page on your site should be

within three clicks of any other page

on your site. 

There are Four basic principles of what

makes a good website.

1.

2.

3.

4.

What do you want to accomplish with each
page? 

Purpose

Does it look good?

Visual design
Consistent Fonts
Well designed Images
Left or full justification

Original Content
Is your content relevant to your target
market.?
Are you writing for them or yourself?
Remember this is not your resume. 

Clear site navigation

Is it intuitive and simpe 
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WEBSITE  AUDIT

Logo/company branding

(appropriately sized big enough for

brand recognition)

Contact information or a link to the

contact page

A strong, clear message that

informs your visitors what to do

next

A primary call-to-action (CTA) 

Secondary calls-to-action for those

who aren't quite ready to perform

the primary CTA

Links in your menu to your most

important pages 

Social links

About Us page

Testimonials

A great website home page should

include a few key elements:

.

Logo/ Company Branding 
Contact info or link to contact page
Strong, clear simple message
Focus on your benefit 
Primary CTA
Secondary CTA
Links to your important pages
Social media links
About Us Page
Testimonials/Reviews

A great Website must haves

WHAT

What you sell or do.
State your Purpose. 
Outline the problem you are solving

"For health coaches who need a good
booking app"
Or simply use the word “you.” and Say what
specific benefits you’ll offer the “you.” and
why 

Name the specific audiences you're targeting—
It’s the closest you can get online to saying
someone’s name  and allows your audience to
instantly imagine themselves being spoken to

WHO

Why does your business exist?
To make Profit or World Peace is not a Why

(Not always needed) 

WHY
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WEBSITE AUDIT
SITE ARCHITECTURE & USER EXPERIENCE

Does your website make it easy and pain-free for users to find the information they are

seeking? Remember you want to reduce the amount of friction. 

Make sure your  website:

–  s intuitive - have clear tabs 

– Ensures the information shared is easily understood and speaks their language.

- Check that all your Links  work

It is recommended that your website should only be 3 layers deep with each important

page only 2 clicks away from the homepage. 

I would even recommend every day checking your website to make sure it is running

properly.

Refer to my Website Checklist and put your score. After you've finished building your

website check your score again.

MY WEBSITE CHECKLIST
SCORE

MY REVISED WEBSITE
CHECKLIST SCORE
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Quick Website Analytics
Hover maps, heat maps and eye-tracking analytics offer an accurate picture of how your

users interact with your site.

According to an eye-tracking study by Eyequant, The top-left corner gets the attention

first When users land on your site, their eye starts from the upper-left corner and moves

right and then down. Although there are exceptions as a general rule you should Keep your

Value Proposition (this is the promise/solution/benefit you are selling) in the Top Left

Corner (A)  and you should put your Call to Action (CTA) in  the End Zone (D) 

A B
Strong

C
Weak

D
End

Use bigger fonts for headlines to improve attention

People typically scan a list of headlines—they don’t view the entirety of all of them. If the

first words engage them, they’re likely to read on.

On average, a headline has less than a second of a site visitor’s attention. This means that

the first couple of words need to be real attention-grabbers.

https://www.eyequant.com/
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Your landing page is one of the

earliest points of interaction between

you and your audience. It has a huge

responsibility to convert visitors into

clients

A landing page is where your visitor

“lands” after they click on a link. For

example, if you have a Download my

Ebook link you may want a landing

page that shows a sample of a few

chapters of your ebook. 

Landing Pages are designed with a

single goal, To get your prospect to

take action.  If your audience doesn't

know what to do next or you're

asking them to do too much - they

just won't do it

Landing Pages
Layout is a critical factor for your
landing page design.  Give your
landing page a logical reading
order. Focus on your end result
first and work backwards

Layout 

Compressing your content
Optimise your images
Reconsider your host

Slow Speed

Most people skim and skip across your
page. If your header doesn’t catch their eye,
smaller, longer sections of text aren’t going
to save you. Make your headlines snappy
and interesting. 
Typos, buzzwords and jargon give the
wrong impression 
use @grammarly and have someone
double-check your content

Headlines & Copywriting
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WEBSITE IMAGES
Images are a great way to break up your content. People are more inclined to finish reading

what you’ve written if there are some images. 

Use high-quality images

Image quality is essential and yet so many web designers get it wrong. besides making sure

you don't use blurry out of focus images, you should be using your images to add value to

your site visitor. Any image that doesn’t have a purpose is a bad image. 

Where possible use photos that are taken professionally. When using images of people -

People facing forward are seen as more inviting and approachable - just make sure they are

smiling. You can also direct your audiences attention to text by making the person face the

direction of the text. 

http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/2006-03-26-web-use-study_x.htm?POE=TECISVA
https://usatoday30.usatoday.com/tech/news/2006-03-26-web-use-study_x.htm
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/2006-03-26-web-use-study_x.htm?POE=TECISVA
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Visual Website Design
Have you ever played the Monster

game? Each player draws a monster’s

head at the top of the page, then they

fold the paper over so the head can’t

be seen and pass their paper to the

next person. This player then draws the

body, arms, wings etc making sure that

they start where the fold finishes so it

connects with the previous head/neck.

The paper is again folded over and

given to the last player who then draws

the last section  (legs, feet, etc.) and

connects it with the middle section. It is

then revealed to show the completed

drawn monster.  Although this is a

great game - this is not how you want

to design your website. 

source: papier.com
Your website design should flow from one

section to the other while adding value to

your customer's experience. It should serve a

purpose and showcase your expertise. Don't

promote what you've done for others on your

homepage - for example, If you're a website

designer then your website needs to reflect

what you can do - not what you have done for

others. (You can put examples of your work in

a portfolio) If you're a copywriter make sure

you have big bold headlines of copy on your

website. 

  

Your User Experience 

A statement - not a question. 

Be clear. Use the language your audience speaks. No Buzzwords or Jargon

Clear Images that show what's being represented. 

Show your customer benefits

Imagine your home page is the lobby of a hotel, guiding your guests to the other rooms.

You don't want to overload them with too much information and text. Take a look at how

other professional websites flow. Good ones will have what is called a Hero section at the

top of their home page, It should have the most prominent image, slider and texts. Its goal

is to inform. 



Seth Godin's  branding starts with his own distinctive appearance. He uses the colour

yellow as part of his profile picture and throughout his website. 

He has built a reputation as a business and marketing expert and has become one of

the world’s most influential marketing experts. Seth has published more than 20

books, with quirky, thought-provoking titles, such as Purple Cow: Transform Your

Business by Being Remarkable and Meatball Sundae: Is Your Marketing out of Sync? 

He is a well-known keynote speaker and his books and blog often reflect the way he

thinks and talks. 

He was one of the first to establish himself as the master of short blog posts. While

others aimed for 2000-word long-form blog posts, Seth wrote bite-sized content using

a distinctive style with each post focusing on a single idea.

Most would perceive Seth Brand Personality as Creative, Witty, Innovative, Original. 

E
X

A
M

P
L

E
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https://www.sethgodin.com/


First impressions do count. Customers will judge the book by its website!
Make sure you eliminate any friction by looking at your own website
through your customer's eyes. How easy is it to get from A-B? Do you
answer your customer's questions or do they have to dig through your
website? 

Today's consumers are more interested in what lies beneath the surface
- You should aim to create a brand that shines a light on your mission,
purpose, expertise, passion, values, skills, personality that influences
your potential customers and makes it easier for them to relate to you,
see your value and will want to know more about you. 

At CUCO we believe in empowering you with the right structure and
framework that simplify your communications strategy and turns your
business communication into a human connection. 

Strategic Business Storytelling keeps you Laser-focused on the right key
messages in a way that wins over your audience.

Discover the importance of the right message for the right people and
build a business others will love.

cucoconcepts.com

All Photo Credit: unsplash.com

hello@cucoconcepts.com

https://www.cucoconcepts.com/
https://www.instagram.com/vivien_cuco/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vivien-koh-milburn-cuco/
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